SCREENER MODULE #2 (SFQ)

TO BE ADMINISTERED TO ALL ELIGIBLE HOUSEHOLDS

BOX 1

CHECK ITEM SFQ.001:
IF ONLY 1 PERSON HOUSEHOLD, CODE PERSON AS "REFERENCE PERSON", CODE RELATIONSHIP AS "SELF", ASSIGN FAMILY #1 TO PERSON AND GO TO END OF SECTION.
OTHERWISE, CONTINUE.

BOX 2

CHECK ITEM SFQ.004:
CODE FIRST PERSON LISTED ON H.H. MATRIX WHOSE AGE IS ≥ 18 AND IS NOT FLAGGED AS LIVING "SOMEBWHERE ELSE" AS "REFERENCE PERSON", HEAD OF FAMILY #1 AND RELATIONSHIP AS "SELF".

BOX 3

LOOP 1:
ASK NEW BOX 3A – SFQ.040 AS APPROPRIATE FOR EACH PERSON (P) LISTED BELOW REFERENCE PERSON ON THE HOUSEHOLD MATRIX.

NEW BOX 3A

CHECK ITEM SFQ.005:
CHECK GENDER OF {PERSON} FROM SCREENER. IF {PERSON} IS MALE, DISPLAY SFQ.006. IF FEMALE, DISPLAY SFQ.007.

SFQ.000 {The next questions are about family relationships.}

SFQ.006 What is {PERSON'S} relationship to {REFERENCE PERSON}?

HAND CARD SFQ1

CAPI DESIGN = RADIO BUTTONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELATED</th>
<th>NOT RELATED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HUSBAND</td>
<td>O 01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARTNER</td>
<td>O 02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SON (BIOLOGICAL, SON-IN-LAW, ADOPTIVE, FOSTER, STEP)</td>
<td>O 03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SON OF PARTNER</td>
<td>O 04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRANDSON</td>
<td>O 05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FATHER</td>
<td>O 06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BROTHER</td>
<td>O 07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRANDFATHER</td>
<td>O 08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNCLE</td>
<td>O 09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEPHEW</td>
<td>O 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTHER RELATIVE</td>
<td>O 11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CAPI INSTRUCTIONS: IF CODE 1 AND {PERSON} IS <16 YEARS OLD, DISPLAY THE FOLLOWING BOX:

{PERSON} is listed as being under 16 years old. Are you sure {PERSON} should be coded as {HUSBAND/WIFE}?

Button 1: No, change relationship
Button 2: Yes, continue

IF BUTTON #1 IS SELECTED, RETURN TO SFQ.006/007. IF BUTTON #2 IS SELECTED, CONTINUE WITH BOX 5.

SFQ.007 {The next questions are about family relationships.}

What is {PERSON'S} relationship to {REFERENCE PERSON}?

HAND CARD SFQ2

CAPI DESIGN = RADIO BUTTONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RELATED</th>
<th>NOT RELATED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WIFE ....................................</td>
<td>HOUSEMATE/ROOMMATE..................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARTNER ..................................</td>
<td>ROOMER/BOARDER ........................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAUGHTER (BIOLOGICAL,</td>
<td>OTHER/NON RELATED ...................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAUGHTER-IN-LAW, ADOPTIVE,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOSTER, STEP) ........................</td>
<td>LEGAL GUARDIAN ........................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAUGHTER OF PARTNER ..................</td>
<td>WARD .................................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRANDDAUGHTER ..........................</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOTHER ...................................</td>
<td>REFUSED ..............................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SISTER ...................................</td>
<td>DON'T KNOW ...........................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRANDMOTHER ............................</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUNT .....................................</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIECE ...................................</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTHER RELATIVE ........................</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CAPI INSTRUCTIONS: IF CODE 1 AND {PERSON} IS <16 YEARS OLD, DISPLAY THE FOLLOWING BOX:

{PERSON} is listed as being under 16 years old. Are you sure {PERSON} should be coded as {HUSBAND/WIFE}?

Button 1: No, change relationship
Button 2: Yes, continue

IF BUTTON #1 IS SELECTED, RETURN TO SFQ.006/007. IF BUTTON #2 IS SELECTED, CONTINUE WITH BOX 5.

BOX 5

CHECK ITEM SFQ.017:
IF (P) RELATIONSHIP IN SFQ.006 or SFQ.007 = SON OR DAUGHTER (CODE 3), CONTINUE.
OTHERWISE, SKIP TO BOX 6.
SFQ.020  Is {PERSON}, {REFERENCE PERSON'S} biological (natural), adoptive, step, foster {son/daughter} or {son/daughter}-in-law?

| BIOLOGICAL (NATURAL) {SON/DAUGHTER} | 1 |
| ADOPTIVE {SON/DAUGHTER} | 2 |
| STEP {SON/DAUGHTER} | 3 |
| FOSTER {SON/DAUGHTER} | 4 |
| {SON/DAUGHTER}-IN-LAW | 5 |
| REFUSED | 7 |
| DON'T KNOW | 9 |

**BOX 6**

**CHECK ITEM SFQ.025:**
 IF {P} RELATIONSHIP IN SFQ.006 or SFQ.007 = FATHER OR MOTHER (CODE 6), CONTINUE.
 OTHERWISE, GO TO BOX 7.

SFQ.030  Is {PERSON}, {REFERENCE PERSON'S} biological (natural), adoptive, step, or foster parent or {mother/father}-in-law?

| BIOLOGICAL (NATURAL) PARENT | 1 |
| ADOPTIVE PARENT | 2 |
| STEP PARENT | 3 |
| FOSTER PARENT | 4 |
| {MOTHER/FATHER}-IN-LAW | 5 |
| REFUSED | 7 |
| DON'T KNOW | 9 |

**BOX 7**

**CHECK ITEM SFQ.035:**
 IF {P} RELATIONSHIP IN SFQ.006 or SFQ.007 = BROTHER OR SISTER (CODE 7), CONTINUE.
 OTHERWISE, GO TO BOX 8.

SFQ.100  Is {PERSON}, {REFERENCE PERSON'S} full, half, adoptive, step, or foster {brother/sister} or {brother/sister}-in-law?

| FULL {BROTHER/SISTER} | 1 |
| HALF {BROTHER/SISTER} | 2 |
| ADOPTED {BROTHER/SISTER} | 3 |
| STEP {BROTHER/SISTER} | 4 |
| FOSTER {BROTHER/SISTER} | 5 |
| {BROTHER/SISTER}-IN-LAW | 6 |
| REFUSED | 7 |
| DON'T KNOW | 9 |
END LOOP 1:  
ASK NEW BOX 3A – SFQ.040 AS APPROPRIATE FOR NEXT PERSON (P) LISTED  
BELOW REFERENCE PERSON OR NEXT PERSON RELATED TO HEAD OF FAMILY ON THE HOUSEHOLD MATRIX.  
IF NO NEXT PERSON, GO TO BOX 9.

CHECK ITEM SFQ.043:  
IF ALL PERSONS IN HOUSEHOLD ARE RELATED (HAVE RELATIONSHIP CODES ASSOCIATED WITH CODES 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 15, 16, 77 OR 99 IN SFQ.006 OR SFQ.007), GO TO BOX 20.  
OTHERWISE, CONTINUE WITH BOX 10.

CHECK ITEM SFQ.045:  
CODE FIRST PERSON REMAINING UNRELATED TO REFERENCE PERSON AND HEADS OF ADDITIONAL FAMILIES AND WHOSE AGE IS ≥18 AS HEAD OF NEXT FAMILY (H OF F) AS APPROPRIATE (#2, 3, 4, ETC.), AND GO TO BOX 11.  
IF NO PERSONS AGE ≥ 18, CODE OLDEST PERSON FROM THIS GROUP AS HEAD OF FAMILY.

CHECK ITEM SFQ.047:  
IF MORE THAN ONE PERSON CODED AS UNRELATED, CONTINUE WITH SFQ.050.  
OTHERWISE, GO TO BOX 20.

SFQ.050 Now I would like to talk about those persons in the household who are not related to (REFERENCE PERSON/REFERENCE PERSON OR HEADS OF FAMILY). That is (LIST ALL PERSONS IN HOUSEHOLD NOT RELATED TO (REFERENCE PERSON/REFERENCE PERSON OR HEADS OF FAMILY).

DISPLAY NAME OF REFERENCE PERSON IF THIS IS THE FIRST TIME THIS QUESTION IS ASKED.  
DISPLAY NAMES OF REFERENCE PERSON AND ALL HEADS OF ADDITIONAL FAMILIES IF THIS IS NOT THE FIRST TIME QUESTION IS ASKED.

Is (HEAD OF FAMILY #2, 3, 4, ETC) related to anyone in the household?  

- YES ............................................................... 1  
- NO ................................................................. 2 (BOX 19)  
- REFUSED ..................................................... 7  
- DON'T KNOW ............................................... 9
SFQ.060  Who is {HEAD OF FAMILY #2, 3, 4, ETC. FROM BOX 10} related to?  {DISPLAY LIST OF NAMES OF ALL PERSONS WHO ARE NOT REFERENCE PERSON, OR HEAD OF FAMILY AND WHO ARE NOT RELATED TO ANYONE ELSE IN HOUSEHOLD (DO NOT HAVE RELATIONSHIP CODE = CODE 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 15 OR 16)}.

SELECT NAMES OF PERSONS RELATED TO {REFERENCE PERSON OR HEAD(S) OF FAMILY}.

**BOX 13**

EMBEDDED LOOP 2A:
ASK NEW BOX 3A THROUGH SFQ.040 FOR EACH PERSON SELECTED IN SFQ.060.

**BOX 18**

END EMBEDDED LOOP 2A:
ASK NEW BOX 3A THROUGH SFQ.040 AS APPROPRIATE FOR NEXT PERSON SELECTED AS RELATED TO HEAD OF FAMILY IN SFQ.060.
IF NO NEXT PERSON, GO TO BOX 19.

**BOX 19**

END LOOP 2:
IF MORE THAN 1 PERSON REMAINS UNRELATED TO THE REFERENCE PERSON OR THE HEAD OF ADDITION FAMILY:

- DESIGNATE NEXT HEAD OF FAMILY AS INSTRUCTED IN BOX 10.
- ASK NEW BOX 3A THROUGH SFQ.040 FOR NEXT HEAD OF FAMILY AND PERSONS WHO REMAIN AS UNRELATED.

IF NO NEXT PERSONS GO TO BOX 20.

**BOX 20**

CHECK ITEM SFQ.105:

- IF REFERENCE PERSON OR HEAD OF FAMILY IS MARRIED (CODED AS 01 IN SFQ.006 OR SFQ.007) OR LIVING WITH A PARTNER (CODED AS UNMARRIED PARTNER IN SFQ.006 OR SFQ.007).

AND

- REFERENCE PERSON OR HEAD OF FAMILY HAS A CHILD OR THE PARTNER HAS A CHILD (CODED AS 03 OR 04 IN SFQ.006 OR SFQ.007), CONTINUE.

OTHERWISE GO TO BOX 23.
BOX 21

LOOP 3:
ASK SFQ.110 FOR EACH PERSON (CHILD OF REFERENCE PERSON AND CHILD OF PARTNER – RELATIONSHIP CODE 3 OR 4).

SFQ.110 I recorded that {NAME OF MOTHER/FATHER OF CHILD – THIS IS SPOUSE OR PARTNER OF REFERENCE PERSON} is the {father/mother} of {NAME OF CHILD – THIS IS CHILD OF REFERENCE PERSON AND SPOUSE OR REFERENCE PERSON AND PARTNER OR CHILD OF PARTNER}. Is {NAME OF CHILD} {his/her} biological, adoptive, step, foster child, (son or daughter)-in-law or a non relative of {NAME OF MOTHER/FATHER}?

- BIOLOGICAL CHILD ..................................... 1
- ADOPTIVE CHILD ..................................... 2
- STEP CHILD ............................................. 3
- FOSTER CHILD ......................................... 4
- (SON/DAUGHTER)-IN-LAW .............................. 5
- NON RELATIVE ......................................... 6
- REFUSED ................................................. 7
- DON’T KNOW ............................................ 9

END LOOP 3:
ASK SFQ.110 FOR NEXT PERSON (CHILD OR CHILD OF PARTNER).
IF NO NEXT PERSON, CONTINUE WITH BOX 23.

BOX 22

CHECK ITEM 115:
CHECK RELATIONSHIPS. IF ALL HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS HAVE MOTHER, FATHER, AND SPOUSE OR PARTNER IDENTIFIED, GO TO BOX 31. OTHERWISE, IF ANY OF THESE RELATIONSHIPS FOR EACH PERSON IS NOT ALREADY IDENTIFIED, CONTINUE.

BOX 23

LOOP 4:
ASK SFQ.120 – SFQ.200 AS APPROPRIATE FOR EACH PERSON WHO DOES NOT HAVE A MOTHER AND FATHER AND SPOUSE OR PARTNER IDENTIFIED IN HOUSEHOLD.
SFQ.117: If person's mother has not been identified, and there are females in the household who are > 13 years older than person, continue otherwise, go to Box 27.

SFQ.120: Is {PERSON'S} mother a household member? [Include mother-in-law].
   IF OBVIOUS, VERIFY ONLY.
   CHOOSE MOTHER OVER MOTHER-IN-LAW IF BOTH PRESENT.

   YES – MOTHER IN HOUSEHOLD .............. 1
   NO – MOTHER NOT IN HOUSEHOLD .......... 2 (BOX 27)
   LEGAL GUARDIAN IN HOUSEHOLD .......... 3
   REFUSED ......................................... 7 (BOX 27)
   DON'T KNOW ................................... 9 (BOX 27)

SFQ.130: Who is that?
   [SELECT PERSON FROM HOUSEHOLD MATRIX.]

SFQ.135: If legal guardian coded in SFQ.120, go to Box 27. Otherwise, continue.

SFQ.140: Is {NAME OF MOTHER IN SFQ.130}, {PERSON'S} biological [natural], adoptive, step, or foster mother or mother-in-law?

   BIOLOGICAL MOTHER ........................ 1
   ADOPTIVE MOTHER ............................ 2
   STEP MOTHER ................................. 3
   FOSTER MOTHER .............................. 4
   MOTHER-IN-LAW ............................... 5
   REFUSED ....................................... 7
   DON'T KNOW .................................. 9

SFQ.145: If person's father has not been identified, and there are males in the household who are > 13 years older than person, otherwise, go to Box 29A.
SFQ.150  Is {PERSON'S} father a household member?  [Include father-in-law].

IF OBVIOUS, VERIFY ONLY.

CHOOSE FATHER OVER FATHER-IN-LAW IF BOTH PRESENT.

YES – FATHER IN HOUSEHOLD .................  1
NO – FATHER NOT IN HOUSEHOLD ..........  2 (BOX 29)
LEGAL GUARDIAN IN HOUSEHOLD ..........  3
REFUSED .....................................................  7 (BOX 29)
DON'T KNOW ...............................................  9 (BOX 29)

SFQ.160  Who is that?
[SELECT PERSON FROM HOUSEHOLD MATRIX.

BOX 28

CHECK ITEM SFQ.165:
IF LEGAL GUARDIAN CODED IN SFQ.150, GO TO BOX 29A.
OTHERWISE, CONTINUE.

SFQ.170  Is {NAME OF FATHER IN SFQ.160}, {PERSON'S} biological (natural), adoptive, step, or foster father or father-in-law?

BIOLOGICAL FATHER.............................  1
ADOPTIVE FATHER .................................  2
STEP FATHER .........................................  3
FOSTER FATHER ....................................  4
FATHER-IN-LAW ..................................  5
REFUSED ...............................................  7
DON'T KNOW ........................................  9

BOX 29A

CHECK ITEM SFQ.175:
IF PERSON'S AGE >= 14 AND SPOUSE OR UNMARRIED PARTNER HAS NOT BEEN IDENTIFIED, CONTINUE.
OTHERWISE, GO TO BOX 30.

SFQ.180  Is {PERSON'S NAME} now married, widowed, divorced, separated, never married or living with a partner?

MARRIED .................................................  1
WIDOWED ...............................................  2 (BOX 30)
DIVORCED ..............................................  3 (BOX 30)
SEPARATED ...........................................  4 (BOX 30)
NEVER MARRIED ....................................  5 (BOX 30)
LIVING WITH PARTNER ...........................  6
REFUSED ...............................................  7 (BOX 30)
DON'T KNOW ........................................  9 (BOX 30)
BOX 29B

CHECK ITEM SFQ.185:
IF THERE ARE PERSONS IN THE HOUSEHOLD WHO ARE ≥ 14 YEARS OLD, CONTINUE.
OTHERWISE, GO TO BOX 30.

SFQ.190 Is (PERSON'S) (spouse/partner) living in the household?

YES ............................................................... 1
NO ...................................................................... 2 (BOX 30)
REFUSED ..................................................... 7 (BOX 30)
DON'T KNOW ............................................... 9 (BOX 30)

SFQ.200 Who is that?

DISPLAY LIST OF ALL NONDELETED HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS WHO ARE 14 YEARS OLD OR OLDER.

BOX 30

END LOOP 4:
ASK SFQ.120 – SFQ.200 FOR NEXT PERSON.
IF NO NEXT PERSON, GO TO BOX 31.

BOX 31

CHECK ITEM SFQ.205:
- APPLY NHANES AND CPS FAMILY DEFINITIONS.
- IF MORE THAN 1 NHANES FAMILY, CONTINUE.
- IF ONLY 1 NHANES FAMILY, GO TO SFQ.210. DO NOT REASK SCQ.430 – SCQ.461.

OTHERWISE, GO TO SFQ.210.

BOX 32

LOOP 5:
ASK MODULE 1 – SCQ.420 – SCQ.440b FOR EACH ADDITIONAL NHANES FAMILY.
DO NOT REASK SCQ.430 – SCQ.461 OF THE FIRST NHANES FAMILY.

SFQEND Thank you. That completes the questions about family relationships.
RIQ.010  SELECT RESPONDENT FOR THE SCREENER MODULE II – HOUSEHOLD RELATIONSHIPS.

Respondent

{FIRST NAME} {LAST NAME}

CAPI INSTRUCTIONS: WHEN THE FOCUS OF THE CURSOR IS ON THE "RESPONDENT" FIELD, THE ANSWER CHOICES SHOULD BE A LIST THAT DISPLAYS FIRST AND LAST NAMES OF ALL HH MEMBERS ON THE HH COMPOSITION MATRIX.

INT.001  WAS AN INTERPRETER USED FOR INTERVIEW?

YES ............................................................... 1
NO ................................................................. 2 (GO TO THE END OF THE SECTION)

BOX #1

CHECK ITEM INT.001A:
IF THIS IS SCREENER, SKIP TO INT.003.
OTHERWISE, IF THIS IS RELATIONSHIP MODULE, CONTINUE WITH BOX 2.

BOX #2

CHECK ITEM INT.001B:
IF SCREENER AND RELATIONSHIP COMPLETED DURING SAME SESSION (SCQ_END 2a = YES), SKIP TO INT.003.
OTHERWISE, CONTINUE.

INT.002  IS THIS THE SAME INTERPRETER THAT WAS USED FOR THE SCREENER?

YES ............................................................... 1 (CODE INTERPRETER SCREENER INFORMATION AND SKIP TO END OF SECTION))
NO ................................................................. 2 (CONTINUE)

INT.003  LANGUAGE USED FOR INTERVIEW

AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE ..................... 1 (SKIP TO INT.005)
CHINESE (CANTONESE) ............................. 2 (SKIP TO INT.005)
CHINESE (MANDARIN) .............................. 3 (SKIP TO INT.005)
FRENCH ....................................................... 4 (SKIP TO INT.005)
GERMAN ....................................................... 5 (SKIP TO INT.005)
ITALIAN ......................................................... 6 (SKIP TO INT.005)
JAPANESE .................................................... 7 (SKIP TO INT.005)
KOREAN ....................................................... 8 (SKIP TO INT.005)
RUSSIAN ....................................................... 9 (SKIP TO INT.005)
SPANISH (READER) ................................. 10 (SKIP TO INT.005)
VIETNAMESE .............................................. 11 (SKIP TO INT.005)
OTHER SPECIFY .......................................... 99
INT.004 ENTER LANGUAGE USED FOR INTERVIEW

_________________________________

INT.005 HOW WAS INTERPRETER OBTAINED

ARRANGED BY FIELD OFFICE ............... 1
RECRUITED DURING VISIT/APPOINTMENT 2 (INT.007)

INT.006 SELECT INTERPRETER FROM DROP DOWN LIST OR SELECT “OTHER” AND ENTER INTERPRETER NAME

{DROP DOWN LIST SHOULD HAVE ALL NAMES FROM EVM AND AN “OTHER SPECIFY” TO ALLOW FOR THOSE NAMES THAT HAVE NOT BEEN TRANSFERRED TO INTERVIEWER PENTOP}

BOX #3

CHECK ITEM INT.006A:
IF OTHER (SELECTED IN INT.006) GO TO INT.009.
OTHERWISE, GO TO SFQMISDU.

INT.007 SELECT INTERPRETER SOURCE

RELATIVE LIVING IN HOUSEHOLD .......... 1
NON-RELATIVE LIVING IN HOUSEHOLD ... 2
NEIGHBOR, RELATIVE OR FRIEND –
NOT IN HOUSEHOLD .......................... 3 (SKIP TO INT.009)

INT.008 SELECT NAME OF INTERPRETER FROM HOUSEHOLD ROSTER.

{DISPLAY CAPI PULL DOWN LIST FROM HH ROSTER}

BOX #4

CHECK ITEM INT.008A:
GO TO END OF SECTION.

INT.009 ENTER NAME OF INTERPRETER

_____________________________________

INT.010 ENTER PHONE # OF INTERPRETER

___ -___ ___
INT.011 ENTER AGE RANGE OF INTERPRETER

(AGE RANGE CAN BE A PULL DOWN LIST)

RANGES = 18-29
30-59
60+

INT.012 ENTER GENDER OF INTERPRETER

MALE ............................................................. 1
FEMALE ....................................................... 2

SFQMISDU REMINDER: PLEASE COMPLETE THE MISSED-DU PROCEDURE.

CAPI INSTRUCTION: DISPLAY IF CASE SELECTED FOR MDU PROCEDURE.